Abstract-This paper presents a unified framework to enable automatic exploration with a pretouch sensor to reduce object shape uncertainty before grasping. The robot starts with only the incomplete object shape data it acquires from a Kinect depth sensor-it has no model of the object. Combining the Kinect pointcloud with prior probability distributions for occlusion and transparency, it makes inferences about portions of the object that the Kinect was not able to observe. Operating on the inferred shape of the object, an iterative grasp replanning and exploration algorithm decides when further exploration is required, and where to explore in the scene using the pretouch sensor. The information gathered by the exploration action is added directly to the robot's environment representation and is considered automatically in the next grasp planning iteration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic grasping of unknown objects is a challenging task due to the uncertainty arising from imperfect perception. Vision and depth sensors are commonly used for sensing before grasping. However, when it comes time to execute a grasp, vision has shortcomings. The robot's hand and arm often occludes a head-mounted camera's view of the object to be manipulated. A head-mounted camera is not in the same coordinate frame as the hand, and thus even if the camera has an unrestricted view of the object, uncertainties associated with actuation can lead to manipulation errors. Optical sensors are also known to fail to detect transparent objects, and to fail under poor lighting conditions.
Tactile exploration is widely used to acquire local geometric information of the object [1] [2] , and is much less subject to occlusion. However, because touch sensing relies on contact between the manipulator and the object, touch sensing tends to displace objects, particularly light objects.
Pretouch sensing has been proposed to address the above perception problems [3] [4] . The aim of pretouch sensing is to combine the desirable features of touch and vision sensing: like touch, it provides information about the relative geometry of the hand and the object, in the hand's coordinate jrs@cs.washington.edu frame; like vision, it is non-contact and does not disturb the object's position. In our previous work, we introduced two different pretouch modalities, E-field sensing [5] [6] [7] and seashell effect pretouch sensing [8] . We demonstrated the use of seashell effect pretouch sensor to detect transparent and occluded object before grasping. Recently, Maldonado et al. [4] also shows the use of an optical pretouch sensor to explore the back side of objects. However, the selection of exploration for uncertain areas in prior work is not yet automatic.
In this paper we propose a probabilistic framework to enable automatic exploration with a pretouch sensor to reduce object shape uncertainty before grasping. The robot uses the information acquired by the depth sensor as initial data in a probabilistic mapping representation, and uses priors on occlusion and transparency to make inferences about possible occluded and transparent portions of the object. An iterative grasp replanning and exploration algorithm decides when further exploration is required, and where to explore in the scene using pretouch. The information gathered by the exploration action is added directly to the robot's environment representation. The main contributions of this work are:
• A combined grasp planning and pretouch sensing framework. We propose an iterative grasp replanning and exploration algorithm, in which the grasp planner automatically determines when and where to do the pretouch sensing exploration to collect additional information about object shape.
• The first seashell effect pretouch sensor fully integrated into a robot (the PR2); the sensor replaces the PR2's touch sensor pads, and uses the PR2's existing hardware interfaces to eliminate all external wires for power and signal.
II. RELATED WORK
A common way to deal with grasping under uncertainty is to take a sequence of actions (sensing, pushing, etc) which reduces the uncertainty about the object. Planning an optimal sequence of these actions can be modeled as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) problem, which is known to be PSPACE complete [9] . Therefore, POMDP-based action planning is usually used on abstracted state and action spaces [10] .
Information-theoretic optimal action selection is widely applied to this set of problems. Hebert et al. [11] use Next-Best-Touch to estimate the pose of object. The NextBest-View in-hand Kinect sensing [12] has the drawback of the difficulty of integration to a manipulator. Dogar et al.
[13] demonstrated a push-grasp algorithm that addresses the uncertainty about object poses in clutter. Recently Platt et al. [14] proposed to simultaneously localize and grasp known objects under uncertainty by creating plans in belief-space, the space of probability distributions over the underlying state of the system. The algorithm estimates the state of the system and attempts to reach a goal region with high probability. Javdani et al. [15] proposed a method to select a sequence of information gathering actions to localize and grasp known objects by considering many hypotheses of object pose and greedily select actions expected to disprove the most hypotheses. This formulation is shown to be adaptive submodular.
In contrast to the above work, our framework aims to grasp unknown or novel objects. For known objects (ones where a model of object shape is available), the problem can be approximately reduced to a pose and state estimation problem. In our framework, the object's shape is not available to the robot in advance, and pretouch sensing collects additional information about object shape, rather than being used to estimate object pose. Dang et al. [16] utilized tactile feedback to predict the stability of a robotic grasp without knowing the object's model, but the action after identifying instability is not mentioned in their work. Our framework combines grasp planning and shape sensing natually: the grasp planner automatically determines when and where to do the pretouch sensing exploration, and the information gathered during exploration will be considered during the next iteration of the grasp planning, i.e. the shape uncertainty is reduced in an attempt to a better grasp.
III. FRAMEWORK AND ENVIRONMENT REPRESENTATION
The framework consists of two main subsystems. The robot first infers the object shape from Kinect data in a probabilistic occupancy map representation. The constructed occupancy probability distribution is later used by the iterative grasp replanning algorithm to decide when further exploration is required, and where to explore in the scene. The robot executes the grasp when the algorithm terminates. The flowchart of the framework is shown in Figure 1 .
To let the robot plan under uncertainties, an probabilistic environment representation is required. Hollinger et al. [17] used Gaussian process implicit surfaces to represent the uncertainty and fomulate the avtive sensing problem to a problem of minimizing the average variance. We use OctoMap [18] , a compact and efficient probabilistic 3-D grid environment representation which stores the occupancy probability at each grid cell, to represent the uncertainty around the tabletop and objects. OctoMap has become the standard the standard collision map environment [19] for online motion planning. It provides easy conversion between occupancy grids and pointclouds, which makes it easy to use various algorithms in the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [20] . Glover et al. [21] proposed to learn probablistic generative models of a class of objects from 2-D image, and the learned models can be used to infer the hidden parts to complete the object contour before manipulation. We take a different approach by using priors inspired from the sensor characteristics to infer the object shape in 3-D for the purpose of further pretouch sensing and grasping. No model training is requred in our framework. We first construct an initial occupancy distribution from Kinect data, and then infer the object shape using prior probability distributions for occlusion and transparency in the 3-D space. Specifically, all occupancy grid cells are initialized with the uniform distribution (p = 0.5), and are updated using ray-casting from the Kinect pointcloud to build the initial occupancy distribution. To make the robot aware of the uncertainty of the object shape, we use occlusion and transparency priors to extend the occupied grid cells detected by Kinect, inferring potentially occluded and transparent parts of the object.
A. Ray casting from the Kinect Pointcloud
A beam-based inverse sensor model of the Kinect is used to update the occupancy grid. The underlying ray-casting algorithm is a 3D variant of the Bresenham algorithm [22] . The occupancy of the grid cells along the ray are updated by Bayesian updates using the Kinect's beam-based inverse sensor model (p kinect,hit = 0.7 and p kinect,miss = 0.4).
B. Occlusion Prior
Occlusion is a common problem in object grasping. Often it causes underestimates of the object depth. To deal with the occlusion problem, the robot should have doubt about the backside of the object. Based on the physics of the depth sensor, grid cells along the ray behind each point sensed by the Kinect are unknown and possibly occupied. In the the most general case, occluded portions of an object could appear anywhere from the detected point to the maximum range of the sensor. In the tabletop environment, we can truncate the distribution at the table surface. For the occupancy prior (along the ray from a sensed point to the table top), we use an exponential distribution. This corresponds to the simple assumption that for a grid cell i and its neighbor along the ray i − 1, the conditional probability of occupancy p(i|i − 1) is a constant. Another interpretation is that the exponential distribution models the distribution of the distance from the actually detected point to the first non-occupied grid cell along the ray given the conditional independence mentioned above. The inferred occupancy probability along the ray is given by p = p 0 × e −λoccx , where p 0 is the occupied probability on the actually detected point, x is the distance in meters away from the detected point, and λ is the exponential decay rate. In our experiments, we use λ occ = 4.0. For example, if p kinect,hit were 1.0, then the occupancy probability would have decayed to 0.5 at a distance of 17 cm. Essentially the decay rate in our occupancy prior encodes the robot's initial assumptions about the size of the object.
C. Transparency Prior
Transparency and non-Lambertian objects are another common error source for depth sensors. One important observation when inspecting the Kinect data for transparent objects is that although the transparent parts are not detected by the sensor, the transparent parts still block the ray so nothing can be detected behind the transparent cell along the ray. Based on this observation, we can search for unknown areas in the tabletop scene, where points should be observed but nothing is detected. If we cast a ray from the Kinect sensor along a ray that has no depth data, there are likely to be transparent parts somewhere along the ray.
There are several possible ways to look for these suspicious areas. In the tabletop environment, we do pointcloud processing to find the holes (shadows) on the table, and then cast rays to those shadow points from the Kinect sensor frame. We also cast rays upward and downward from occupied grid cells, and if any of the rays intersects with the rays cast from the sensor to shadow points, the intersecting grids are potential transparent cells. We made a similar assumption that the likelihood of finding transparent grids decays exponentially with distance away from occupied grid cells. The occupancy probability associated with transparent grid cells is thus defined as p = p 0 × e −λtransx , where p 0 is the occupancy probability on an occupied grid cell, x is the distance from the grid cell, and λ is the exponential decay rate. In our experiments, we use λ trans = 4.0. Figure 2 shows the visualization of the constructed probabilistic occupancy map after inferring object shape from Kinect data. The occupancy distribution was extended toward the potential occluded and transparent portions of the object. In this particular example, the transparency prior matches the the actual object shape even at the nozzle of the bottle. We can also see that grid cells are less likely to be occupied the further they are from the Kinect pointcloud.
D. Object Shape Inference Results

V. SEASHELL EFFECT PRETOUCH SENSOR
We use the previously introduced seashell effect pretouch sensor [8] for the pretouch explorative sensing. Unlike the previous sensor, the sensor used in this paper is completely integrated into the Willow Garage PR2 robot. A customized printed circuit board (PCB) and fingertip structure was designed to hold all the electronic and mechanical components, including the microphone and the pipe. Figure 3(b) shows the PCB and fingertip fixture with all the components attached, and Figure 3(a) shows the sensor fingertip installed on the Willow Garage PR2 gripper. The sensor data is transmitted to the FPGA in the PR2's gripper, and is then accessible from the FPGA to Robot Operating System (ROS) through the EtherCAT interface. The new embedded sensor design eliminates the constraints on robot arm motion caused by the external wires and electronics, and thus broadens the applicability of the sensors. The design presented here could be adapted to integrate the sensor into other robotic platforms. 
VI. ITERATIVE GRASP REPLANNING AND PRETOUCH EXPLORATION
After constructing the occupancy map by inferring the object from Kinect data, an iterative grasp replanning and exploration algorithm is used to decide when further exploration is required, and where to explore in the scene using a pretouch sensor. The information gathered by the exploration action is added directly to the robot's environment representation and is considered automatically in the next grasp replanning iteration. The algorithm will terminate and execute the grasp when it finds a grasp with high stability for both the left finger and the right finger. Figure 1 outlines the schematic and flow of the framework. In the following subsections, we introduce the individual pieces required for the algorithm.
A. Probabilistic Grasp Planning
The grasp planner plans grasps based on the occupied grids inferred from the objects in the probabilistic occupancy map. We use a variant of the cluster-based grasp planner for unknown objects described in [23] . The original planer first finds a oriented bounding box of the object using principal component analysis (PCA) from the object's pointcloud, and then finds grasps aligning the PR2's parallel gripper with the principal axes. Our modified version of this grasp planner takes the occupancy probability of each point in the object pointcloud into account. We first convert the probabilistic occupancy map into a probabilistic pointcloud with probability associated with each point for the grids with occupancy probability p > 0.5. The planner then finds the object bounding box by computing the weighted PCA according to the probabilistic pointcloud. Figure 4(b) compares the different object bounding boxes computed using the regular PCA and weighted PCA, and on the original pointcloud from Kinect, and the probabilistic pointcloud converted from the occupancy map. We can see the PCA bounding box computed from the original pointcloud (red) does not cover the transparent parts of the object, and the dimension in the depth direction is too short due to the occlusion. In contrast, the weighted PCA bounding box computed from the probabilistic pointcloud (green) takes the occupancy probability in the potentially transparent and occluded portion into account, thus provides the grasp planner the opportunity to plan a grasp around those areas. 
B. Grasp Stability Evaluation
To decide whether a planned grasp is ready to be excuted or not, we evaluate the its stability. We first find the potential contact areas on the object by finding the occupancy probability p l,i and p r,i of the k-nearest neighbor points, for i = [0, k − 1], in the probabilistic pointcloud to the left and right fingertip surface centroid. We define s l and s r as the stability for a given grasp at the left finger and the right finger, respectively, to be the mean occupancy probability:
We further define a stability thresold s t . If either s l or s r is smaller than the thresold s t , it indicates the planned grasp is attempting to make contact with the object from an uncertain area. The robot would need to explore that area using the pretouch sensor to reduce the uncertainty instead of excuting the grasp. The subroutine to compute the stability of a planned grasp is described in Subroutine 1.
C. Pretouch Exploration
When the planned grasp is not certain, pretouch exploration is required to reduce the uncertainty before grasping. The desired pose for the robot to probe using the pretouch sensor on its fingertip can be computed from the planned grasp. The pose is pointing to the gripper closing direction of the planned grasp, and pointing at the centroid of the k-nearest neighbor points. During the pretouch probe execution, the robot moves the sensor to the pretouch pose, and moves the end effector toward the potential contact area at constant speed. Figure 5 illustrates an example pretouch probe configuration. While probing, the robot continuously uses the pretouch sensor's inverse sensor model to update occupancy probability of the grids within the sensing range of 4 mm (p pretouch,hit = 0.95, p pretouch,miss = 0.48). Figure 6 shows an example of how a single probe succesfullty updates the occupancy when it detects the object.
D. Iterative Grasp Replanning and Pretouch Exploration
The complete procedure is described in Algorithm 1. The robot first uses the weighted PCA cluster-based planner to find a grasp candidate. The stability of the planned grasp is computed using Subroutine 1. For each side of the gripper's ufinger, If the stability is lower than the stability threshold s t , the robot uses pretouch sensor to explore the potential Grasp ← probabilistic grasp planning results 5: for m = l, r do 6:
if s m < s t then 8: execute pretouch probe to the contact area 9: end if 10: end for 11: if no pretouch is excuted then
12:
StableGraspF ound ← T rue 13: end if 14: end while 15: execute Grasp
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluate the proposed framework on the PR2 robot using the seashell effect pretouch sensor decribed in Section V for object grasping. The framework's parameters used in this set of experiments are: s t = 0.7, p kinect,hit = 0. Fig. 7 . A set of example system states during the progress of grasping using the proposed framework for the two objects (a) a coffee press; (b) a partially transparent juice bottle.
sor's inverse model, the occlusion and transparency prior's decay rates, and the number of neighbor points to evaluate the contact stability. The grasp stability s t is determined by testing with the combination of other parameters. By using a higher threshold, the framework is more robust, but also make the algorithm slower to converge. The OctoMap resolution we use for the tabletop environment is 5 mm.
Two objects, a coffee press and a partially transparent bottle, were tested multiple times. Figure 7 shows a set of example system states during the progress of grasping for the two objects. The coffee press is almost completely transparent except right at the bottom. Therefore, the pointcloud from Kinect is only at the bottom of the object as we can see in Figure 7 (a). Most of the grasp planners would fail in this case. Using our framework, the initial probabilistic map after inferring the object shape from the Kinect data successfully extends the occupancy prior from the bottom to the upper transparent portion. The grasp planner can thus plan a grasp based on this prior occupancy distribution as we introduced in Section VI-A. However, since the extended occupancy probability is lower than the occupancy probability at actual sensed grids, the planned grasp is often required to contact with some hypothesized portion of the object. In consequence, the Algorithm 1 determines to probe those areas and thus reduces the uncertainty in the system at each iteration.
In the example shown in 7(a), the pretouch probe sucessfully increases (verifies) the occupancy probability of grids near the grasping contact area, and the followed planned grasp was planned and execute at the verified location. A video of this example experiment is online at:
https://sensor.cs.washington.edu/pretouch/icra13/ The partially transparent bottle, on the other hand, requires much less pretouch sensing before grasp execution. The sensed pointcloud for the bottle is usually sufficient to plan a stable grasp, because the grasp planner plans the grasp in favor of the area with higher occupancy probability using weighted PCA. In contrast, the grasp planner is forced to plan grasps on uncertain areas for the coffee press because there are very few grids with high occupancy probability. We do notice the extended occupancy prior also makes the grasp planner tend to favor front grasps in terms of the Kinect's coordinate frame, which could significantly reduces the errors arising from underestimating the object depth while doing side grasps. Figure 7(b) shows an example of succesful front grasp. Table I summarizes the outcomes of the grasping trials on the two objects. The grasping tasks are mostly successful except one case of inverse kinematics failure. Not surprising, the frequency of the pretouch probes is much higher when grasping the coffee press than when grasping the bottle. Nonetheless, the iterative grasp-replanning and exploration algorithm usually terminates within 5 pretouch probes by reducing the shape uncertainty and succesfully grasp the coffee press.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed and validated a unified probabilistic framework for pretouch exploration and grasping under uncertainty. The iterative grasp replanning and exploration reduces the uncertainty of the object shape at each iteration of the algorithm. We showed that under this framework the PR2 robot is able to grasp an almost completely transparent unknown object with a high success rate by using pretouch exploration, which is not possible when using traditional grasp planning on a deterministic pointcloud. The new fullyintegrated seashell effect pretouch sensor enables the robot to gather local shape information of the object without disturbing it.
In the future, we plan to experiment with different probabilistic grasp planners. While the current planner we use already takes the object shape uncertainty into account, it may not be the best-suited grasp planner for this framework. One could imagine designing a planner to favor previously explored areas to speed up the convergence of the iterative grasp replanning algorithm. Under the current framework, other sensing modalities can be integrated smoothly, such as touch sensors. We plan to integrate our previously introduced E-field pretouch sensor into the current PR2's seashell effect pretouch finger sensor. Using multiple pretouch sensing modalities will make each pretouch exploration more informative (i.e., reduce more uncertainty), and our algorithm can converge faster and become more robust by setting up a higher stability threshold. To further utilize our approach, we also consider combining the grasp planning and stability evaluation with potentially graspable features in the voxel grid by matching against a large database [24] .
